


Square factories (it is possible that they are the 
same factory), known to have been producing tin- 
glazed earthenware in the late 17th centuries. Maps 
of 1799 and 18193 of the Bridgefoot area show a 
rectangular building apparently 2 l6f .  long and 24ft. 
wide, and this is probalbly the factory within which 
the kilns were. 

The Kilns 
Kilns 1, 2 and 4 survivad to a height of 5-loin., 

(2 to 4 courses of brickwork), but only small parts 
of kilns 2 and 4 survived. Each of these three kilns 
consisted of a circular external wall 3-4ft. wide 
with the interiors of kilns 1 and 2 filled with a oom- 
pact sandy material. Kiln 1 was approximately 17ft. 
in external diameter (Fig. 3), while kiln 4 was 
calculated to be 16ft. in diameter (kiln 2 was too 
fragmentary to record a diameter). Four fireboxes 
of kiln 1 and one firebox of kiln 4 survived, con- 
structed within and as a composite plart of the 3-4ft. 
wide wall. 

Kiln 3 (Fig. 2), the best preserved of the kilns, sur- 
vived in places nearly 3tfit. high (11 courses of brick- 
work). Basically it consisted of a well-mortared 
circular red brick wall (F10) 2ft. 3in. wide and 17ft. 
in external diameter. Internally it was lined by a 9in. 
wide refractory brick wall @?l l), bonded with a loose 
clay-like mortar, which enclosed the l lft. diameter 
pottery chamkr  The outer red  brick wall had been 
cut at equal distances around the circumference to 
allow the insertion of five rectangular brick $ire- 
boxes p13-17), the inner short walls of which butted 
up against the rdractory lining 'wall of the kdn. I t  
is possible that a sixth firebox existed although 
its hypothetical position was totally destroyed by a 
contractor's trench. The three most coimplete fire- 
boxes (F14-16) were 5ft. long and 3ftt. wide extern- 
ally and about 2ft. in dep'th, buil't of refractory bricks 
upon a stone slab floor. 

In three of the fireboxes @15-17) a second floor 
of heavily salt-glazed bricks survived lft. 7in. above 
the stone floor. These bricks, laid on edge with a 
3-4411. layer of pinkish whrte sand which itself overlay 
narrow gap between the rows were bedded on a 
a layer of clinker (burnt coal?) filling the rest of the 
firebox. The upper surviving courses of the side 
walls of the firboxes were conbelled inwards-the 
upper floor of salt-glazed bricks was at  this level. A 
blocked opening existed in the inner refractory wall 
lining the kiln, corresponding in position with the 
position of two of the fireboxes (F13-14) (the wall 
did not survive as high in front of the other 
fireboxes). The fragmentary remains of broken 
brickwork projected externally from the lining wall 

alongside #these blocked openings and appeared to 
correspond with a filled cut back of the outer red 
brick wall on the clockwise side of the exirsting fire- 
box. It  is thus probable that earlier fireboxes had 
been completely demolished and their replacements 
built on a slightly different alignment. 

Three successive stone or brick and stone floors 
(F19-21) of the pottery chamlber were found each 
resting on a layer of sand. The lower floor corre- 
sponded to the base of the opening in the lining 
wall. The upper two floors were higher than the 
base of the blocked opening and must therefore be 
contemlporary and later respectively than the last 
observed alteration to this wall. The external face 
of the blocking and ,the lining wall were covered with 
a thiok brown encrustation. 

A possible sequence in kiln 3 could therefore be:- 
(1) Lower floor contemporary with original firebox 

and opening in lining wall. 
(2) Wall opening blocked, new firebox built and 

second floor of polttery chamber built. 
(3) Floor to firebox railsed and third floor of pottery 

chamber laid down. 

It was not possible to record kiln 5 in any great 
detail as the greater part of it lay beneath and out- 
side the wastern 'boundary fence of the site. The 
small pant revealed consisted of five courses of a 
circular re~d brick wall. Built outside this wall was 
a firebox at lealst lft. 5in. in depth similar in section 
and fill to thlose of kiln 3. If threatened by future 
building activity, it is hoped that an excavation of 
this structure will be possible. 

Other Structures and Features 
To the east of the kiln group 37 feet of a red 

brick wall and a tiled floor area was uncovered. 
The western continuation of the wall had been 
destroyed by the widening of the bridge approach 
in 1906. This structure correlsponds very closely with 
the eastern end of the building shown on the 1799 
and 1819 mlaps. Kiln 1 occurs within the cellar of 
a building and the absence of hovels around any 
of the kilns would suggest they are all in buildings. 
A working floor composed of tightly packed stone- 
ware ldln suppofis Qbobs) was found adjacent to 
the (wall of kiln 3. 

 feature 1, a sealed pit cut through brown sandy 
loam and gravel 4ft. deep and 2ft. wide was 7ft. 
south of kiln 1 and below the level of the projected 
line of the brick and tiled floor building. The group 
from feature 2, found 500ft. north of the kiln site 
filled a pit 5ft. deep and more than 5ft. wide and 

3. Maps. Honvood 1799 and a later edition of 1819 after construction of Vauxhall Bridge. 
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KILN 3 

Fig. 2. Provisional plan of Kiln 3 (features outside the kiln structure are not shown). 

underlay a brick structure. The difficult circum- being carried out and only the waste material from 
stances of collection made it impossible to investi- Feature 1 has {been studied in any detail. The pre- 
gate this feature. liminary wor'k on this group shows that it contains 

nearly 3,000 fragments consisting of delftware kiln 
The Finds furniture, biscuit and glazed pottery, stoneware kiln 

Processing of the pottery from the site is still furniture and pottery together with a little other 
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